Abstract

Purpose of the article The research topic undertaken by the author, aimed at answering the question: whether and how the use of foresight studies can help to meet the challenges in the process of improving the supply chains. Identification of the challenges faced by supply chains carried out at the initial stage of the research and directions of evaluation of supply chains presented in the literature constituted for the author the justification for seeking new solutions for supply chain and logistics management. The dynamics of the changes in the logistics companies’ business environment forces the decision makers to focus on the future, which, on the one hand, is aimed at capturing the changes, and on the other, on dealing with uncertainty. Foresight is one of such tools. Diversity of the existing applications of the foresight research indicates the increased possibility of its application also to the needs of prospective supply chain management. The article presents the current range of applications of foresight studies in the area of supply chain management (including logistics), and three new categories of foresight research, taking into account the supply chains specificity, were suggested.

Methodology/methods The methodology used for the needs of the research process includes a review of the literature and an analysis of foresight projects in the area of supply chain and logistics management.

Scientific aim Proposing new types of foresight studies focused on supply chain and logistics management was the main purpose of the article. According to the proposed new types of foresight studies, possibilities of its application, reasons for it uses by particular users were identified.

Findings Taking into account the types of foresight projects acknowledged in the literature and used in practice and various application areas of foresight research, the author has attempted to expand the existing classification of the foresight studies with three types taking into account the specificity of determinants of supply chains and logistics processes: chain foresight, the process foresight and strategic project foresight.

Conclusions Since the conducted studies are theoretical, they require orientation of further research on the process of operationalization of the foresight research methodology, aiming at the selection of research methods, selection of experts, identification of the goals and results of research. Limitations of the carried out literature studies stem from heretofore narrow achievements in the application of foresight studies in the area of supply chain and logistics management. Subsequent foresight initiatives in the analysed area should enrich the achievements with solutions of both theoretical-methodological and practical nature (in the form of, for example, good practice).
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Introduction

The supply chain consists of a group of entities implementing joint actions aimed at creating the value of the final consumer, including activities from obtaining raw materials to delivering the final product to the final customer. The scope of actions undertaken under the supply chain concerns the flow of: products, knowledge, information, and financial resources. The most important features of supply chains include: cooperation and partnership; integration of key business processes; implementation of common strategies; resource sharing; common information systems and a focus on values for the end customer (Witkowski, 2003, Szymczak, 2015).

The development of supply chains is determined by a number of global opportunities and challenges. Despite the significant increase in the importance of this sector, it is still more variable and uncertain. The development of supply chains is conditioned by the dynamics of change and the complexity of the factors of socio-economic development. Undoubtedly, the main challenges determining the development of supply chains include:

- globalization of socio-economic processes causing the supply chain to become longer and more complex;
- changing customer expectations towards faster deliveries and more favourable conditions for implementation of agreements; causing the shortening of product life cycles and focusing on creating the value for customers by the supply chain;
- increasing requirements in terms of minimizing the negative impact of supply chains on the environment;
- the technological orientation of logistics services;
- the growing importance of management in uncertain conditions.

Globalization manifesting itself, among others, in removing barriers between countries and continents, creating new socio-economic systems and, generally speaking, the internationalization implemented at the level of state, markets, industries and businesses, is an important source of implications for the supply chain and logistics processes.

The increasing complexity of supply chains is a subject of interest of researchers from the perspective of measuring this complexity (Drzymalski, 2015), processes of learning of chains as a strategy for adaptation and counteraction to the complexity of the environment (Giannoccaro, 2015), and the proactive management of flexibility of the supply chains (Gunasekaran, Subramanian, Rahman, 2015). Research on the complexity of the supply chain is mainly focused on the analysis of ways to prevent or adapt to the existing conditions. Equally important as the existing complexity are the factors determining the complexity of supply chains in the future. The complexity may be related to the interior of supply chains, as well as the complexity of environmental factors affecting supply chains. Next to complexity, the second problem determining the functioning of the supply chains is the progressive process of enlargement of the supply chains’ range. The expansion of the range of supply chains (in the spatial, quantitative and generic dimension), on the one hand, results from the growing diversification of the range of products and services offered by the suppliers (being the result of expectations of the customers and growing customization), and on the other, from growing technological capabilities overcoming the previously existing limitations. Globalization has caused the complexity of business processes by long supply chains with a greater number of entities, relationships between them and the density of the network. Moreover, the nature of processes within the supply chain is changing in the context of a growing number of competitors in the market. Consumers use different media for the purpose of comparing the prices of the provided services, thereby pressuring logistics companies to provide better, faster and cheaper service. According to the research of PostNord (2014), for 55% of respondents from Poland, free delivery of goods was considered to be a very important factor when making purchases.

Generic changes in consumer expectations are varied according to sectors. In relation to the production of, for example, food products, consumers are demanding safe food (Beska, Land, Seuring, 2014), and for the consumers of textile industry, individualization is more important (Kanat, Atilgan, 2014). Delivery time becomes the primary determinant of the quality of services in the supply chains in such sectors as ICT, medical. Research conducted by PostNord (2014) shows that for more than half of respondents from Poland, the maximum acceptable waiting time for delivery is 3 days. For comparison, the automotive industry in times of economic crisis is struggling with drastically changing demand resulting in significant implications for the transport industry (Xia Tang, 2011). Dynamics of changes in the expectations of increasingly demanding customers is a challenge for the entire supply chain. Their early diagnosis, and even prediction becomes a key success factor. Meeting the needs of the final consumer is ever more often considered in the context of the value supplied to him (Szymczak, 2015). Changes in customer expectations can be continuous and sudden, incidental. The second type of change is difficult to predict and entities must develop mechanisms for gathering information on future
potential customer expectations, which is often associated with engaging clients in the process of creating the value.

The value created in supply chains is one of the elements of the global supply chains performance evaluation (Estampe, 2014). Features determining the created value form the basis for the assessment of the results generated by the supply chains. Currently, it is not sufficient to provide the right products at the right time and at the right price. The more important challenge to logistics is to create value for the customer. Often, the use of ICT supports the process of creation of the value for customers (Wamba et al, 2015).

In the context of minimization of the negative impact of supply chains on the environment, the conducted research regards, among others, the development of technologies that reduce carbon dioxide emissions by the transport systems, storing (Pei, Jia, 2015); development of reverse logistics (Rivers Logistics) (Ravi Shankar, 2005; Vahabzadeh, Asiaci, Zail, 2015; Thode Filho et al. 2015; Agrawal et al, 2015), sustainable urban logistics (Morana, Gonzalez-Feliu, 2015), green supply chains (Rostamzadeh et al, 2015), corporate social responsibility in the supply chains or measurement of the impact of the logistics activities on the environment (Mangiaracina et al, 2015). The problems addressed by researchers reflect concern for the present and future state of the natural environment, in the context of a dynamic supply chains development.

The increasing complexity of logistics processes also results from the dynamic development of technologies (e.g. RFID) (Markmann et al, 2013). The development of ICT is, on the one hand, an opportunity, on the other, a threat to the development of supply chains. In the context of opportunities, for many entities ICTs are an element of creating value for customers, e.g., in terms of the convenience of ordering without leaving home, product delivery to the door or delivery time. Risks arising primarily from the need to keep delivery deadlines and follow the development of technology, often requiring large expenditures.

The abovementioned conditions for the development of supply chains confirm the fact of their functioning in conditions of uncertainty. The complexity and dynamics of change of the processes affecting logistics make it necessary to make decisions under conditions of uncertainty (Von der Gracht and Darkow, 2013). Increase in the uncertainty increases the risk to the business. Logistics companies interact with an increasing number of players on the market, and have to manage a larger number of operations (e.g. intermodal in nature), at longer distances in the conditions of more complex administrative procedures. Eventually, supply chains are becoming more sensitive (Markmann et al, 2013), and the managers are not satisfied with the existing planning tools for forecasting and are looking for new tools in this area (Von der Gracht and Darkow, 2013). In the case of a large dynamic of changes, determining or even estimating the level of probability of occurrence of adverse events becomes difficult, if not impossible. Management under the conditions of uncertainty means that the previously dependable methods in the field of hazard identification and risk assessment do not fulfill their purpose. Mathematical models for identifying, assessing and managing the risk in the supply chain fail (Supply Chain Risk Management - SCRM) (Szymczak, 2015). There is therefore a need for early warning systems (Supply Chain Early Warning System - SCEWS) using heuristics based on creative thinking and logical relationships (Szymczak, 2015).

These conditions cause the future-oriented supply chain management (Future oriented supply chain management - FOSCM) to be a challenge for the supply chain. The companies not prepared for the future will be exposed to an unacceptable risk and higher operating costs, in relation to the organizations that systematically ask themselves questions about the future of logistics (Melnyk et al, 2009). Supply chains should respond quickly to market signals, to quickly identify and exploit emerging opportunities. According to the proposal of Szymczak (2015) the future supply chains are:

- flexible supply chains - having the ability to adapt to the changing conditions of operation,
- sensitive supply chains - having the ability to respond to customers' needs,
- resilient supply chains - having the ability to cope in the face of the change.

Foresight, successfully used in areas such as research development, regional development, development of technology, may be a tool enabling the prospective management of supply chains.

1 Foresight definition

Among the definitions of foresight as the most famous are considered the one developed in 1995 by B. R. Martin and in 1996 by L. Georgiou. According to B. R. Martin foresight is a process involved in systematic attempts to look at the long-term future of science, technology, economy and society, aimed at identifying strategic areas of science and technology serving to ensure the maximum economic and social benefits (Martin, 1995). Foresight is the approach based on: the future, planning and social networking (Miles, 2002)
Foresight is perceived as a systematic, participatory process of building a medium- and long-term vision, aimed at today's decisions and mobilization of joint actions (Keenan, Miles, 2001; Nazarko, 2011). According to Gavigan et al. (2001) foresight features include: anticipation and projections, participation, social networks, vision and decision and actions (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Foresight features

Foresight research are based on the following assumptions: 1) multiple futures are possible (i.e. that future developments are uncertain and unpredictable), 2) change (drivers) can be identified and studied, and 3) the future can be influenced (Berger et al, 2008). Foresight enables coping with uncertainty and obtaining the competitive advantage in the turbulent environment (Rohrbeck, 2010). In an ideal world, innovation management and strategic foresight should reinforce each other (Von der Graacht; Vennemann and Darkow, 2010).

Classification of foresight studies can be made taking into account the institutional, territorial and conceptual dimension of foresight. The institutional perspective reflects the type of entities interested in developing and implementing the foresight research results (companies, local authorities). Territorial perspective reflects the spatial object (country, region), which is of interest to the foresight research. The conceptual dimension of foresight studies relates to the subject of the research, i.e. the search for answers to questions about future states of a reality (technology, development of the industry, the transport system, the development of the health system, education) (Ejdys et al, 2015; Halicka et al, 2015; Halicka, 2014).

The experience from the utilisation of foresight studies accumulated up to date indicates a huge potential for its further application. The processes of supply chain management focused on their improvement may be the area of potential application of foresight research.

2 Current foresight applications in supply chain and logistics management field

The literature undertaking the subject of using the foresight methodology for designing and improving the functioning of the supply chain is rather limited. Liebl and Schwarz (2010) demonstrated the underdeveloped linkage with foresight and logistic. Often, however, the term foresight, is not treated as a methodical approach to shaping the future, but as a prospective consideration of particular, changing conditions (Nazarko, 2011).

Rezapour et al. (2011) with the team indicate that the process of designing new supply chains must take into account many factors. One of such factors is the presence on the market of competitors providing the same range of services as a designed supply chain. Foresight as defined by the authors is treated as a dynamic approach to the emergence of new competitors on the market. The literal translation means farsightedness, or analysis (in this case) of the possible emergence of new competitors in the long term perspective (Rezapour, Farahani, 2014). Farsighted competition (competition with foresight) allows operators to anticipate their subsequent actions/reactions to the existing or new competitors in order to maintain their market position (Plastria, Vanhaverbeke, 2008).
Research carried out by Förster and the team (2014) was an attempt to connect elements of strategic issue management (SIM) and corporate foresight methodology in the process of support of decisions regarding the future supply chains. As a part of the corporate foresight approach the authors used the Delphi method for the evaluation of 16 projections by 81 experts in the perspective of the year 2030 relating to the strategic supply chain management. The projections were evaluated by experts, taking into account two criteria: the probability of occurrence of a given phenomenon and the importance of the impact of the phenomenon on the functioning of supply chains. The analysed phenomena related to the following areas: technology, product range, consumer demography, e-commerce, sustainability, value-added services, brand loyalty, brand innovation, collaboration, individualization, concept stores, distribution channels, automated ordering, city supply, IT collaboration, legal restrictions. The conducted analyses allowed to select the projections which are most probable and which have the most significant impact on supply chains, and which will arise in the perspective of the year 2030 (Förster et al, 2014). The weakness of the carried out process was treating foresight methods as tool elements, serving as a source of information for the next process, which was the strategic management. Foresight was not treated as a methodical approach to shaping the future, but as an information tool. Such features of the foresight research as participation, commitment, creating a common vision of the future have been insufficiently exposed.

Friesz et al. (2011) points to the need for the application of foresight, understood as a prospective perception in relation to the performance of supply chains, taking into account the emerging unexpected interference of the operational processes.

The aim of the research conducted by Ejdys, Nazarko, Nazarko, Halicka (2015) was to present good practices and potential benefits of using foresight studies in the process of creating the future of the broadly understood transport sector. Issues of mobility, transport and logistics constitute an attractive research area for various kinds of forward-looking activities. The future of moving people and goods from one place to another may be seen as a variable that is heavily dependent on a wide array of heterogeneous factors. This provides a space for an interdisciplinary future-oriented reflection where various economic, social, technological, environmental, political, legal etc. trends and phenomena are taken into consideration (Nazarko, Ejdys, 2011; Ejdys et al, 2015). The authors analysed two types of foresight projects: corporate foresight – realised by the companies from the transport sector and sectoral foresight, referring to the entire logistics and transport sector at various levels, regional, national and global levels. With respect to corporate foresight they pointed out the good practices resulting from the implementation of projects by companies such as Volkswagen and Daimler Chrysler’s Society and Technology Research Group. Authors concluded with the indication of the four groups of potential benefits of foresight studies at the sectoral level which include:

- early warning system,
- foresight as a tool of innovation creation,
- creation of current and future image of the organization,
- engagement and participation tool (Ejdys et al, 2015).

At the international level, examples of application of foresight studies relate to attempts of developing scenarios of the development of logistics and transportation in the perspective of the year 2030 in the developing countries: Brazil, Russia, India and China. (Hirschinger et al, 2015). For the purposes of the research process the Delphi method was. The reason for the research undertaken by the authors was recognising the importance of the logistics sector in the development of the analysed developing countries. Directing the foresight research on the logistics sector resulted from the following objective reasons:

- effective and efficient logistics systems should not result only in an increase in the volume of trade but also contribute to the growth of export-oriented foreign direct investment; which will lead to an increase in exports and foreign business,
- limitation of logistics capacity and inefficiency of systems will determine the time and cost of logistics services,
- lack of suitable logistics infrastructure (terminals) and other logistic barriers, such as ineffective procedures will contribute to an increase in uncertainty,
- economies of the developing countries reflect the important connections in the network of global supply chains (Hirschinger et al, 2015).

In the authors' opinion, taking into account the above prerequisites, foresight of the structural and institutional changes and limitations of logistics resources becomes a basic requirement guaranteeing success in international supply chains (Hirschinger et al, 2015).
The executors of research for the needs of the German logistics cluster developed IT tool (IT platform) called foresight support system (FSS) (Keller, Markmann and von der Gracht, 2015). Ultimately, in relation to the logistics sector the FSS system should:

- support the processes of creating, combining and processing the information about the desired future development from the perspective of: government, society and technologies;
- stimulate cooperation among stakeholders, aimed at the development of the innovative and competitive potential;
- motivate and stimulate stakeholders to continuous and systematic use of tools allowing for dealing with the future and the strategic options, and supporting innovative processes;
- integrate various tools and applications;
- serve as an educational instrument about the future and teach the ability of the future management in order to overcome the limitations (Keller, Markmann and von der Gracht, 2015).

In the methodological sphere the authors observed that individual methods of foresight are often used, while combinations thereof are poorly recognised. A combination of methods should be aimed at action-oriented foresight process that is focusing the foresight on activities (Keller, Markmann and von der Gracht, 2015). The classification of foresight methods was suggested by Magruk (2011), taking into account the hybrid approach. The author has allocated foresight methods for 10 classes: normative, creative, consultative, multi-criterial, radar, simulation, diagnostic, analytical, revision, strategic.

### 3 Foresight classification for supply chain and logistics management purposes

Taking into account the current areas of application of foresight research, research objectives and the results, the author made an attempt at classifying the foresight studies focused on supply chain and logistics management. Classification of foresight studies aimed to identify what kind of foresight can be used by a particular user, in order to meet specific targets.

Foresight research can be implemented taking into account the subjective (who is the executor of foresight studies), and the objective (what processes do the foresight studies relate to) approach. In the first approach, individual entities or entire supply chains, regarded as a network of interconnected and cooperating entities, may be entities implementing the foresight research. In the second approach, foresight may concern the processes implemented within the supply chain such as logistics, including transportation, courier, warehouse services.

Taking into account the current typology of foresight research distinguishing regional, strategic (corporate), sectoral, technology foresight, and business information foresight (Nazarko, 2013; Nazarko et al, 2013; Ejdys, Nazarko, 2014; Ejdys et al, 2015) three additional types of foresight research, relating to the specificity of the area which is the supply chain and logistics management, and going beyond the criteria for classification of foresight study can be distinguished. These types include:

- chain foresight;
- process foresight;
- strategic project foresight.

Foresight focused on supply chain management (chain foresight) will be a new type of foresight, not fitting in the current classifications. It is justified with the following reasons:

- supply chains are increasingly global in nature;
- supply chain is created by many entities co-working with each other;
- processes implemented within the supply chains involve many sectors;
- development of supply chains is dependent on the development of different types of technology;
- supply chains are focused on creating value rather than information.

The use of foresight studies for the purposes of the process of improving supply chains will contribute to implementation of the basic functions of supply chains. Features (attributes) of foresight studies are consistent with the supply chains features (Table 1). Common attributes of foresight and supply chains indicate the usefulness of foresight studies applications for the purpose of improving supply chains management processes.
Table 1 Relationships between foresight and supply chain features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foresight features</th>
<th>Supply chain features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>anticipation and projections</td>
<td>customer value (current and expected) creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>participation</td>
<td>cooperation and partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social networks</td>
<td>resources sharing, common information systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vision</td>
<td>common vision, common strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decision and actions</td>
<td>integration of key business processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The process foresight proposal results from the fact of implementation of many processes characterized by the specificity (e.g., transport processes, storage, distribution, etc.) under the supply chain. Especially in a very complex situation, complex supply chains, chain foresight may be impossible to carry out. In such a situation, one can concentrate on the processes implemented within the supply chains.

Strategic project foresight refers to the key projects (investment, non-investment) determining the effectiveness and efficiency of new or planned supply chains and logistics processes. An example of this type of projects can be designing of logistic routes (e.g. Silk Road) or designing of new centres and logistics terminals. The aim of this type of research may be searching for business partners, economic integration of the countries participating in the project and obtaining the involvement of all stakeholders convinced of the rightness of the undertaken actions, bringing benefits to all the participants (win-win solution). In particular, with respect to strategic projects characterized by high financial expenditures, long-term perspective taken into account at the stage of planning appears to be necessary.

Table 2 presents an extended classification of foresight studies taking into account the specificity of the area of management of the supply chain and logistics management.

Table 2 Foresight classification for supply chain and logistics management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Foresight performer/user</th>
<th>Technology foresight</th>
<th>Strategic (corporate) foresight</th>
<th>Regional foresight</th>
<th>Sectoral foresight</th>
<th>Business information foresight</th>
<th>Chain foresight</th>
<th>Process foresight</th>
<th>Strategic project foresight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government (regional)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government (central)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Chain (network)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade, business, industry associations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors’.

Conclusion

Taking into account the acknowledged in the literature and used in practice types of foresight projects and various application areas of foresight research, the author has attempted to expand the existing classification of foresight studies with three types taking into account the specificity of determinants of supply chains and logistics processes: chain foresight, the process of foresight and strategic foresight project.

The internal (between participants of supply chains) and external (mainly resulting from globalization processes) conditioning causes the functioning of supply chains to be taking place under the conditions of uncertainty and increased risk. This is caused by the dynamics and complexity of environmental factors. Only early diagnosis of impending changes can prevent the loss of competitiveness at the level of enterprises and supply chains.
Foresight as a tool for early warning, allowing for the identification of weak signals and wild cards while at the same time engaging stakeholders will allow for creating the future image of organization, the supply chain - in the form of alternative scenarios. Shaping of the participatory created future is left to the participants of the foresight process.

Since the conducted studies are theoretical they require direction of further research towards the process of operationalization of the foresight research methodology, aiming at the selection of research methods, selection of experts, identification of the goals and results of the research.

Limitations of the carried out literature studies stem from heretofore narrow achievements in the application of foresight studies in the area of supply chain and logistics management. Subsequent foresight initiatives in the analysed area should enrich the achievements with the solutions of both a theoretical-methodological and practical (in the form for example of good practice) nature.
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